Why Even Bother, if it’s
Not Going to be Done Right?

“Quality doesn’t come without a price. When you’re investing
in your business.. always choose the best company in town.”

Dear Business Owners & Managers,
When a prospective customer asks me what makes VacMan different from the “other” guys, I
always give the same response.
First, VacMan provides you with the best VALUE in town.
Second, we are honest with our price and cleaning process.
Third, we have the equipment, the know how and the desire to do the BEST job possible.
Even though you may have heard something like this before, these characteristics have been
foundational to VacMan since we began in May of 1995. We strive to provide exceptional
value and service to businesses just like yours.
The cost of fuel, the right equipment, insurance, vehicles and good people are the same for everyone so there is probably something missing in that low price offer.
Over the years we have seen many competitors come and go, change their names and provide
an array of other services but VacMan, however has continued growing with our original
purpose in mind, to provide businesses with the Best Air Duct Cleaning possible.
Here are the eleven main steps to a quality, thorough and professional air duct cleaning.
Please call us if you have any further questions.

Matthew A. Steenbeke
VacMan Air Duct Cleaning
574-679-3828

“11 Steps to a Professional, Commercial Air Duct Cleaning!”
Every company wants the same thing, true value for their investment. At VacMan Air Duct Cleaning,
we back our promises with procedures that insure a thorough cleaning on every job.
Each of these eleven plus steps is a part of every job we do!
6.Scrub the System

1. Experience
VacMan has experience cleaning
all types of ventilation systems.
From large high velocity boiler
systems to reheats and VAV
boxes too basic suspended duct
work.

With large volumes of air
pulled toward the truck, scrubbing tools are sent down each
run to remove dirt, dust and
debris.

2.Protection

7.All Supply & Returns

Work is not done until floors
doorways and corners are
protected against dirt or
scratching. Our techs care
about your business.

The supply and return air duct
work is cleaned from the register opening to the trunk line.

3.Trained Technicians

8.Trunks & Plenums

No sub-contractors at
VacMan. Our technicians are
experienced in the latest procedures and the most effective cleaning tools.

4.Monster Vacuum
Our goal is to remove all the
dirt and debris. Our PowerVacs are among the most powerful in the industry. We desire
to do the BEST job possible.

5.Negative Air Pressure
The vacuum hose is attached to
both the supply and return sides
of the system. Constant air flow
pulls all dirt and debris directly
to the truck during the cleaning .

11.Before and After
Before and after pictures are
taken of the ductwork to provide you with the visual difference VacMan made to the
cleanliness of your office.

All trunk lines, return drops
and supply plenums are
cleaned. Cleaning must be
done from every level of the
system.

9.Owner Inspected
All commercial systems are
overseen and inspected by one
of the owners of VacMan.

10.Wrapping It Up!
Registers are replaced. Ductwork is sealed. Floors are swept
and all debris is removed. A job
well done is what we strive to
hear.

